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© (57) Abstract: A method is provided for using asymmetrically focused photovoltaic conversion in a hybrid parabolic trough solar
power system. Light rays received in a plurality of transverse planes are concentrated towards a primary linear focus in an axial

v plane, orthogonal to the transverse planes. T band wavelengths of light are transmitted to the primary linear focus, while R band

o wavelengths of light are reflected towards a secondary linear focus in the axial plane. The light received at the primary linear focus is
translated into thermal energy. The light received at the secondary linear focus is asymmetrically focused along a plurality of tertiary

o linear foci, orthogonal to the axial plane. The focused light in each tertiary linear focus is concentrated into a plurality of receiving
areas and translated into electrical energy. Asymmetrical optical elements are used having an optical input interfaces elongated along
rotatable axes, orthogonal to the axial plane.



Description

Title of Invention: SOLAR CONCENTRATOR WITH

ASYMMETRIC TRACKING-INTEGRATED OPTICS
Technical Field

[0001] This invention generally relates to solar generated power and, more particularly, to a

hybrid system that combines thermal and asymmetrical photovoltaic concentration for

energy generation and thermal storage.

Background Art
[0002] (RELATED APPLICATIONS)

The application is a Continuation-in-part of an application entitled, HYBRID

TROUGH SOLAR POWER SYSTEM USING PHOTOVOLTAIC TWO-STAGE

LIGHT CONCENTRATION, invented by Wheelwright et al., Serial No. 14/503,822,

filed October 1, 2014, Attorney Docket No. SLA3454, which is incorporated herein by

reference.

[0003] (Description of the Related Art)

There are two basic approaches to the harvesting of solar energy using concentrating

optics. These approaches are: concentrating solar power (CSP), which uses a thermal

collector and thermal engine, and concentrating photovoltiacs (CPV), which con

centrates sunlight onto high-efficiency multi-junction PV cells for direct electrical

generation. CSP can be configured to include thermal storage, making its output dis-

patchable, while CPV is known for its very high efficiency. Therefore, the optimal

approach is a system that combines CSP with additional tracking CPV optics.

[0004] Fig. 1 is a solar energy collection device using a parabolic trough (prior art). The

design of Brunotte et al. [1] is one of the earliest to attempt to convert a line focus into

a series of higher concentration foci. In this design, a parabolic trough is used to i l

luminate a series of solid compound parabolic concentration (CPC) secondaries, each

conjugate to a single photovoltaic (PV) cell. The trough is tracked about a polar-

aligned axis, so the range of skew angles of sunlight is limited to +/-23.5 0 throughout

the year. The CPCs have square or rectangular apertures, and may have an asymmetric

acceptance angle. The acceptance angle in the transverse plane of the trough is de

termined by the maximum rim angle of the trough. If an asymmetric trough is used, as

shown, then the CPCs can be tilted to a median angle, and the acceptance angle is only

half the rim angle of the trough. In the other dimension (along the axial plane of the

trough), the CPCs are required to have an acceptance angle of +/-23.5 0, to maintain

seasonal performance.

[0005] Fig. 2 depicts a design of tracking secondaries for conventional troughs, off-axis



troughs, and Cassegrain troughs (prior art). Cooper et al. [3] and Thesan S.p.a. [4] both

employ a second degree of tracking freedom. In addition to single-axis trough tracking,

the secondary optics are allowed to rotate or translate to compensate for the changing

incidence angle (within the axial plane of the trough). The secondaries include hollow,

rotating CPCs and solid dielectric reflectors. A design with an array of hollow CPCs

operates near the prime focus. Alternatively, a laterally-translated cylinder or spherical

lenses may be used [4].

[0006] Fig. 3 is a partial cross-sectional view depicting reflected and transmitted wavelength

bands of a M2 spectrum splitter (prior art). In principle, such a design permits u l

traviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) light to be collected as thermal energy at heat receiver

1 (HR1), and visible (Vis) and near infrared (NIR) to be collected as photovoltaic

energy. A Cassegrain geometry poses a new obstacle to achieve high concentration.

Since Cassegrain optics have a large focal length, the solar image formed below M2 is

likewise larger. The primary concentration from a Cassegrain trough is thus lower than

it would be at the prime focus. In order to keep the solar image small after the

Cassegrain M2, the M2 size should be very large. However, this causes M2 to cast a

large shadow on M l (the trough). Alternatively, M2 can be made very small so that

there is minimum shadowing effect. However, the size of the solar image at the base of

the trough becomes very large. An alternative approach would require raising the

receiver (photovoltaic cells) to be closer to M2. This allows some reduction in the

focal length. However, this may affect trough stability due to a raised center of gravity.

Therefore, without additional concentration, this design is impractical for both con

centrated photovoltaic (CPV) and concentrated solar power (CSP) purposes.

[0007] US Patent 5,505,789 uses a tessellating line focus with solid secondary funnels to

address the above-mentioned problems associated with Cassegrain optics [5]. US

Patent 5,505,789 discloses line-focus lenses and a line-focused PV module. The whole

system is an array of linear arched Fresnel lenses with a linear PV cell receiver located

along the focal line of each lens. The photovoltaic cell receiver consists of high ef

ficiency cells interconnected in a string with a solid secondary optical element

adhesive bonded to the cells. The entrance aperture of each secondary optical element

is rectangular in shape and the optical secondaries are butted up against each other in a

line to form a continuous entrance aperture along the focal line. In addition to

providing more concentrated sunlight, the solid optical secondaries shield the cells

from air, moisture, and contaminants, and to a lesser extent against radiation damage.

However, since this system does not employ Cassegrain optics or an additional means

of concentrating light to the PV cells, it is a low concentrated CPV system. It is not

obvious that this system can be modified to use Cassegrain optics, or that the light

collected in such a system can be concentrated sufficiently for PV collection, in light



of all the reasons mentioned above.

[0008] Other beam splitting approaches for solar power include Imenes et al. [6], dichroic

filter designs for hybrid solar energy by DeSandre et al. [7], analysis of hybrid solar

energy efficiencies by Hamdy et al. [8], and designs of hybrid solar systems by Soule

et al. [9, 10].

[0009] Fig. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view of a Cassegrain hybrid trough system with PV

at the bottom of the trough [11] (prior art). A similar Cassegrain trough system with

beam splitter, but with no concentration at PV cells in a slit at vertex of trough is

described by Jian et al. [12].

[0010] Figs. 14A through 14C depict symmetric optics geometrically represented with

isosceles triangles (prior art). Conventional symmetric optics must have a symmetric

interference-free angular range of operation to maximize the capture of solar energy.

Each optics section is able to converge edge rays, depicted in phantom in Fig. 14A, to

a center point where they can be harvested. When incident light strikes the optical

apertures at an angle of 0 degrees, as shown in Fig. 14A, there is no interference.

However, when the optical elements are rotated about their individual axes, the

element apertures eventually begin clipping the edge rays of the adjacent elements.

The interference-free rotation limits are shown in each direction in Figs 14B and 14C.

The limits are symmetrical about 0° incidence. Thus, when secondary tracking is

achieved by individual rotation about (different) secondary tracking axes, interference

between adjacent optical elements should be minimized. The interference envelope of

each optical element is a function of the edge ray paths, dimension of the aperture, and

angular range of motion.

[001 1] It would be advantageous if a hybrid solar system using Cassegrain optics could be

designed with optical elements tailored so that the capture of edge rays is asymmetric,

resulting in an angular range which is also asymmetric, and with a range of motion

able to match the range of solar incidence at any latitude.
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Summary of Invention

Technical Problem
A parabolic trough in a solar thermal plant typically tracks the sun about a single

North-South oriented axis, allowing East-to-West solar tracking. The trough con

centrates solar radiation onto tubular thermal receivers, which convey heated fluid to a

thermal engine for electrical generation. In a hybrid concentrating solar power (CSP)

and concentrating photovoltiacs (CPV) parabolic system, solar irradiance is split into

two wavelength bands by a dichroic mirror placed in between the primary trough

mirror and the thermal collecting pipe. The transmitted band focuses onto the thermal



collecting pipe like a conventional CSP system, while the reflected band is directed to

a secondary linear focus near the vertex of the trough, where an array of CPV optics

increase the concentration onto high-efficiency PV cells. The reflected wavelength

band is selected for optimal CPV conversion efficiency to generate electricity directly.

The thermal energy collected by thermal pipe, on the other hand, can be stored as heat

for later use. Thus, this hybrid system not only utilizes solar energy effectively but also

provides dispatchable energy through low cost thermal storage. Such a system is

described in parent application Serial No. 14/503,822, which is incorporated herein by

reference.

[0014] When secondary tracking is achieved by individual rotation about (different)

secondary tracking axes, interference between adjacent optical elements can be an

issue. The interference envelope of each optical element is a function of the edge ray

paths, dimension of the aperture, and angular range of motion. Optical elements

operating at a faster (shorter) focal ratio are able to operate over a larger angular range

without interference—this is how the problem is currently solved for refractive optics.

Disclosed herein is a system that tailors the optical elements such that the edge rays are

asymmetric, resulting in an angular range which is also asymmetric. Thus, for the most

common form of secondary axis tracking, orthogonal to the trough's primary axis

tracking, tailoring of the secondary range of motion permits a match to the range of

solar incidence at any latitude.

[0015] The CPV array placed near the vertex of the trough moves with the trough

throughout its East-West tracking motion. The CPV assemblies are also independently

rotated, so that each aperture remains substantially perpendicular to the reflected light

from the dichroic mirror. This secondary rotation is about an axis which is per

pendicular to the trough tracking axis. This effective dual-axis tracking allows for a

much higher concentration of sunlight, as compared to single-axis tracking only.

[0016] The range of secondary tracking motion in the hybrid trough is determined by the

solar incidence angle on the trough, which changes throughout the day and year. The

range of solar incidence angles on the CPV assemblies is highly asymmetric,

depending on latitude. At 32.2°N latitude, the range of incidence is -28.1 degrees (to

the North) to +55.7 degrees (to the South). The Northern limit is reached on the

sunrise/sunset on the summer solstice, while the southern limit is reached at solar noon

on the winter solstice. When the individual CPV assemblies are rotated over this range,

there is the possibility of mechanical or optical interference between adjacent elements.

Conventional symmetric optics have a symmetric interference envelope, resulting in a

symmetric angular operational range without interference. The edge rays of con

ventional lenses are symmetric, forming an isosceles triangle in a plane coincident with

the optical axis.



[0017] The arrayed optical elements disclosed herein are asymmetric about the optical axis.

Since the range of incidence angles is asymmetric, it is preferable to have optical

elements whose interference-free angular range is also asymmetric. This results in a

de-centered focal point and edge rays which do not form an isosceles triangle. This

shift can be tailored to give a prescribed asymmetric angular range (interference-free).

Solution to Problem
[0018] According to the present invention, there is provided a hybrid trough solar power

system using asymmetrically focused photovoltaic (CPV) conversion in conjunction

with a thermal collector, the system comprising:

a reflective trough having a primary axis and a parabolic curved surface for con

centrating light rays received in a plurality of transverse planes into a primary linear

focus in an axial plane, orthogonal to the transverse planes;

a dichroic spectrum splitter having a hyperbolically curved surface, an axis aligned in

parallel to the primary linear focus, and a position between the reflective trough and

the primary linear focus, the dichroic spectrum splitter transmitting T band

wavelengths of light, and reflecting R band wavelengths light to a secondary linear

focus formed parallel to a vertex of the reflective trough in the axial plane;

a thermal collection tube aligned along the primary linear focus for the light

transmitted by the dichroic spectrum splitter;

a plurality of concentrating optics sections formed in series along the secondary

linear focus, each concentrating optics section comprising:

an asymmetrical optical element focusing the R band wavelengths of light reflected

by the dichroic spectrum splitter along a tertiary linear focus, orthogonal to the axial

plane; and,

a plurality of PV devices, each having an optical interface to receive the focused R

band wavelengths of light.

[0019] According to the present invention, there is provided a method for using asym

metrically focused photovoltaic (CPV) conversion in a hybrid trough solar power

system, the method comprising:

concentrating light rays received in a plurality of transverse planes towards a primary

linear focus in an axial plane, orthogonal to the transverse planes;

transmitting T band wavelengths of light to the primary linear focus;

reflecting R band wavelengths of light towards a secondary linear focus in the axial

plane, parallel to the primary linear focus;

translating the light received at the primary linear focus into thermal energy;

asymmetrically focusing the light received at the secondary linear focus along a

plurality of tertiary linear foci, orthogonal to the axial plane;



concentrating the focused light in each tertiary linear focus into a plurality of receiving

areas; and,

translating the light accepted at the receiving areas into electrical energy.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0020] Accordingly, a method is provided for using asymmetrically focused CPV

conversion in a hybrid trough solar power system. The method concentrates light rays

received in a plurality of transverse planes towards a primary linear focus in an axial

plane, orthogonal to the transverse planes. T band wavelengths of light are transmitted

to the primary linear focus, while R band wavelengths of light are reflected towards a

secondary linear focus in the axial plane, parallel to the primary linear focus. The light

received at the primary linear focus is translated into thermal energy. The light

received at the secondary linear focus is asymmetrically focused along a plurality of

tertiary linear foci, orthogonal to the axial plane. The focused light in each tertiary

linear focus is concentrated into a plurality of receiving areas and translated into

electrical energy.

[0021] In one aspect, the step of asymmetrically focusing the light received at the secondary

linear focus along the plurality of tertiary linear foci includes the use of a plurality of

asymmetrical optical elements having optical input interfaces elongated along rotatable

axes, orthogonal to the axial plane, which asymmetrically focus the light. For example,

the asymmetrical optical elements may be asymmetrical linear Fresnel lenses. Further,

the optical input interfaces can be rotated over an asymmetrical range of rotation, such

that the optical input interfaces accept R band reflected light, free of interference from

adjacent asymmetrical optical elements, over the asymmetrical range of rotation. For

example, the asymmetrical range of rotation may be responsive to the Earth latitudinal

position of the system in which the method is performed.

[0022] Additional details of the above-described method and a hybrid trough solar power

system with asymmetric photovoltaics are presented below.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0023] [fig.l]Fig. 1 is a solar energy collection device using a parabolic trough (prior art).

[fig.2A]Fig. 2A depicts a design of tracking secondaries for conventional troughs, off-

axis troughs, and Cassegrain troughs (prior art).

[fig.2B]Fig. 2B depicts a design of tracking secondaries for conventional troughs, off-

axis troughs, and Cassegrain troughs (prior art).

[fig.3]Fig. 3 is a partial cross-sectional view depicting reflected and transmitted

wavelength bands of a M2 spectrum splitter (prior art).

[fig.4]Fig. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view of a Cassegrain hybrid trough system with

PV at the bottom of the trough [11] (prior art).



[fig.5]Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a hybrid trough solar power system using asym

metrically focused photovoltaic (CPV) conversion in conjunction with a thermal

collector.

[fig.6A]Fig. 6A is a partial cross-sectional view of the dichroic spectrum splitter.

[fig.6B]Fig. 6B is a partial cross- sectional view of the dichroic spectrum splitter.

[fig.7A]Fig. 7A is a view of an exemplary concentrating optics section.

[fig.7B]Fig. 7B is a view of an exemplary concentrating optics section.

[fig.7C]Fig. 7C is a view of an exemplary concentrating optics section.

[fig.7D]Fig. 7D is a view of an exemplary concentrating optics section

[fig.8A]Fig. 8A depicts asymmetric optical elements having an asymmetric in

terference-free angular range.

[fig.8B]Fig. 8B depicts asymmetric optical elements having an asymmetric in

terference-free angular range.

[fig.8C]Fig. 8C depicts asymmetric optical elements having an asymmetric in

terference-free angular range.

[fig.9]Fig. 9 is a partial cross-sectional view of a symmetric linear Fresnel lens.

[fig.lOA]Fig. 10A depicts the interference-free range in an array of adjacent symmetric

linear Fresnel lenses.

[fig.lOB]Fig. 10B depicts the interference-free range in an array of adjacent symmetric

linear Fresnel lenses.

[fig. IOC]Fig. IOC depicts the interference-free range in an array of adjacent symmetric

linear Fresnel lenses.

[fig. 1l]Fig. 11 is a partial cross-sectional view of an asymmetric linear Fresnel lens.

[fig.l2A]Fig. 12A depicts the interference-free range in an array of adjacent

asymmetric linear Fresnel lenses.

[fig.l2B]Fig. 12B depicts the interference-free range in an array of adjacent

asymmetric linear Fresnel lenses.

[fig.l2C]Fig. 12C depicts the interference-free range in an array of adjacent

asymmetric linear Fresnel lenses.

[fig.l3]Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a method for using asymmetrically focused

CPV conversion in a hybrid trough solar power system.

[fig.l4A]Fig. 14A depicts symmetric optics geometrically represented with isosceles

triangles (prior art).

[fig.l4B]Fig. 14B depicts symmetric optics geometrically represented with isosceles

triangles (prior art).

[fig.l4C]Fig. 14C depicts symmetric optics geometrically represented with isosceles

triangles (prior art).



Description of Embodiments

Example 1
[0024] Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a hybrid trough solar power system using asym

metrically focused photovoltaic (CPV) conversion in conjunction with a thermal

collector. The system 400 comprises a reflective trough 402 having a primary axis 404

and a parabolic curved surface 406 for concentrating light rays (e.g., light rays 408a 1

through 408c2) received in a plurality of transverse planes into a primary linear focus

410 in an axial plane (not shown), orthogonal to the transverse planes. For example,

light rays 408al and 408a2 are in one transverse plane and light rays 408c 1 and 408c2

are in another transverse plane. In one aspect, the reflective trough 402 is rotatable

about the primary axis 404.

[0025] A dichroic spectrum splitter 416 has a hyperbolically curved surface 418, an axis 420

aligned in parallel to the primary linear focus 410, and a position between the re

flective trough 402 and the primary linear focus 410. In one aspect, the T band

wavelengths of light include both wavelengths greater than near infrared (NIR) and

less than NIR, and the R band wavelengths include NIR wavelengths of light.

However, the T and R bands are not necessarily limited to these exemplary ranges of

wavelength.

[0026] Figs. 6A and 6B are partial cross-sectional views of the dichroic spectrum splitter

416. Light rays accepted by the reflective trough 402 in transverse plane 414 are

reflected to the dichroic spectrum splitter, as represented by rays 500. The dichroic

spectrum splitter 416 transmits T band wavelengths of light 422, and reflects R band

wavelengths light 502 to a secondary linear focus 426 formed parallel to a vertex 506

of the reflective trough 402 in the axial plane 504. In this example, the secondary

linear focus 426 and the vertex 506 are collocated, and the axial plane 504 is the plane

facing the reader in Fig. 6B (i.e. the sheet upon which Fig. 6B is formed). A thermal

collection tube 430 (HR1) is aligned along the primary linear focus 410 for the light

transmitted by the dichroic spectrum splitter 416. For simplicity, the thermal collection

tube 430 is shown aligned along the primary linear focus 410.

[0027] Returning to Fig. 5, a plurality of concentrating optics sections 432 are formed in

series along the secondary linear focus 426. Ideally, the secondary linear focus would

be a narrowly focused line in the axial plane. However, due to the longer focal length

of the Cassegrain optical path, the secondary linear focus 426 is of lower concentration

than the primary linear focus 410. The secondary linear focus is represented here as a

narrow plane transverse to the axial plane. As explained below, concentrating optics

sections are used to boost the concentration of the second linear focus 426.

[0028] Figs. 7A through 7D are views of an exemplary concentrating optics section 432.



Each concentrating optics section 432, also referred to herein as concentrating lens

(CL) optics, comprises an asymmetrical optical element 600 for focusing the R band

wavelengths of light reflected by the dichroic spectrum splitter along a tertiary linear

focus 602, orthogonal to the axial plane. For example, the asymmetrical optical

element 600 may be an asymmetrical linear Fresnel lens, as described in more detail

below. Optionally, as shown in phantom in Fig. 7A, a plurality of optical funnels 604,

with input interfaces 612, may be used to concentrate the R band wavelengths of light

focused by the asymmetrical optical element 600 to a corresponding plurality of

receiving areas 606 (i.e. the optical interface of a corresponding PV device). In Fig.

7C, one optical funnel 604 is shown in cross-section.

[0029] A plurality of PV devices 608 each have an optical interface formed at a corre

sponding receiving area 606. In one aspect, the PV devices 608 are multi-junction

cells, each junction having an energy bandgap converting R band wavelengths of light

to electrical current. For example, if the dichroic spectrum splitter reflects light in the

R band of wavelengths between 500 and 810 nanometers (nm), then the PV devices

608 may be double junction tandem cells with energy bandgaps of 1.88 electron volts

(eV) and 1.43 eV, or triple junction tandem cells with an energy bandgaps of 2.05 eV,

1.77 eV, and 1.43 eV. Alternatively, if the dichroic spectrum splitter reflects light in

the R band of wavelengths between 650 and 850 nm, the PV devices 608 may be

single junction cells with an energy bandgap of 1.43 eV. In another aspect, if the

dichroic spectrum splitter reflects light in the R band of wavelengths between 700 and

1000 nm, then the PV devices 608 may be single junction cells with an energy bandgap

of 1.1 eV.

[0030] Each asymmetrical optical element 600 has an optical input aperture 610, also

referred to herein as an optical input interface, elongated along a rotatable axis 700, or

thogonal to the axial plane and typically orthogonal to the secondary linear focus.

Likewise, each optical funnel 604 in the concentrating optics section 432 has an optical

input aperture 612 underlying the asymmetrical optical element 600 and elongated or

thogonal to the axial plane.

[0031] In one aspect, the asymmetrical optical elements 600 are asymmetrically rotatable.

As shown in Fig. 7B, the asymmetrical optical element 600 may rotate further in one

direction, as indicated by reference 702, than it does in the other direction, as indicated

with reference designator 704. For example, each asymmetrical optical element 600

may have a rotatable maximum first angle 706 in a first direction during the sunrise or

sunset of a summer solstice, and rotatable maximum second angle 708, greater than the

first angle, in a second direction opposite the first direction, at a winter solstice noon.

In that case, the first angle 706 and second angle 708 would be responsive to an Earth

latitudinal position of the system in order to obtain maximum efficiency. Alternatively



stated, the first angle 706 would increase and the second angle 708 would decrease in

response to moving the position of the system closer to the Earth's equator. As a result,

each asymmetrical optical element 600 accepts light, free of interference from adjacent

asymmetrical optical elements, in a duration of time between a summer solstice and a

winter solstice, as shown in more detail in Figs. 8B and 8C. Also as shown in Fig. 8A,

each asymmetrical optical element has an off-center focal point, accepting edge rays

that do not form an isosceles triangle as they converge on the focal point.

[0032] Figs. 8A through 8C depict asymmetric optical elements having an asymmetric in

terference-free angular range. The asymmetric optical elements 600 are geometrically

represented with non-isosceles triangles. Although the asymmetric optical elements in

Figs. 7B and 7C are shown as having "sides" that form a triangle in conjunction with

the optical input interface and focal point, it should be understood that these sides may

be only for the purpose of mechanically supporting the optical input interface. As

shown in Figs. 8A-8C, the asymmetric optical element 600 may be comprised solely of

the optical input interface (e.g., an asymmetric linear Fresnel lens), and the "sides"

merely represent the boundaries of converging edge rays from an array of positive-

powered asymmetrical optics. Also shown in Fig. 8A, the focal point 800 of the

asymmetric optical element is off-center of the asymmetric optical element, as rep

resented by reference designator 802. Thus, an array of three generalized asymmetric

optical elements is shown with their corresponding edge rays 806, forming non-

isosceles triangles. The interference-free rotation limits are shown in each direction in

Figs. 8B and 8C. The limits are very asymmetric about 0° incidence.

[0033] Fig. 9 is a partial cross-sectional view of a symmetric linear Fresnel lens 900.

[0034] Figs. 10A through IOC depict the interference-free range in an array of adjacent

symmetric linear Fresnel lenses. An array of three symmetric linear Fresnel lenses is

shown with various rays traced for illustration. With on-axis illumination (Fig. 10A),

the lenses are oriented in the same plane, with the apertures meeting edge-to-edge. The

edge rays form isosceles triangles with the apertures. In Fig. 10A there is no in

terference. Figs. 10B and IOC depict the interference-free ranges, respectively 1000

and 1002, which are equal angles. In this illustrative example, interference begins at

-37° in either direction.

[0035] Fig. 11 is a partial cross-sectional view of an asymmetric linear Fresnel lens 1100.

[0036] Figs. 12A through 12C depict the interference-free range in an array of adjacent

asymmetric linear Fresnel lenses. In Fig. 12A, with on-axis illumination, the lenses are

oriented in the same plane, with the apertures meeting edge-to-edge. The edge rays

form non- isosceles triangles with the apertures. Figs. 12B and 12C show the lenses

rotated in each direction until the apertures begin clipping the edge rays of the adjacent

elements. In this illustrative example, interference begins at -15° in one direction (Fig.



12B), and -55° in the other direction (Fig. 12C).

The asymmetric range shown in Figs 12B and 12C can be tailored to meet specific

design needs. The table below, from reference 13 (Cooper et al.), gives a useful

summary of the range of incidence angles on a module that is externally tracked three

different ways: single axis tracking about a Polar, Horizontal N-S, and Horizontal E-W

axis. To achieve effective dual-axis tracking, the element rotations described in the

figures above should have a range that can span to
x
. This is not difficult for

Polar-axis tracking, since the optics must only operate over a +/-23.5 0 range.

Horizontal E-W module tracking is not well suited for this purpose, since the range is

+/-90°. Horizontal N-S module tracking is well-suited, depending on latitude. In

Tucson, AZ (φ = 32.2°N), the range of solar incidence angles on a concentrator

module tracked about a horizontal North-South oriented axis is highly asymmetric (

= -28.1 degrees to the North and
x

= +55.7 degrees to the South).

Table 1. Skew angle ranges for single-axis trackers.

[0038] Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a method for using asymmetrically focused CPV

conversion in a hybrid trough solar power system. Although the method is depicted as

a sequence of numbered steps for clarity, the numbering does not necessarily dictate

the order of the steps. It should be understood that some of these steps may be skipped,

performed in parallel, or performed without the requirement of maintaining a strict

order of sequence. Generally however, the method follows the numeric order of the

depicted steps and is associated with the system and subcomponents of the system

described in Figs. 5 through 7D. The method starts at Step 1300.

[0039] Step 1302 concentrates light rays received in a plurality of transverse planes towards

a primary linear focus in an axial plane, orthogonal to the transverse planes. Step 1304

transmits T band wavelengths of light to the primary linear focus. Step 1306 reflects R

band wavelengths of light towards a secondary linear focus in the axial plane, parallel

to the primary linear focus. Step 1308 translates the light received at the primary linear

focus into thermal energy. Step 1310 asymmetrically focuses the light received at the

secondary linear focus along a plurality of tertiary linear foci, orthogonal to the axial

plane. For example, an asymmetric linear Fresnel lens may be used. Step 1312 con

centrates the focused light in each tertiary primary focus into a plurality of receiving

areas. Step 1314 translates the light accepted at the receiving areas into electrical

energy.

[0040] In one aspect, concentrating light rays received in Step 1302 includes a reflective

trough, having a primary axis and a parabolic curved surface, concentrating the light



rays. In another aspect, transmitting light to the primary linear focus (Step 1306), and

reflecting light towards the secondary linear focus (Step 1308) include using a dichroic

spectrum splitter having a hyperbolically curved surface, an axis aligned in parallel to

the primary linear focus, and a position between the secondary linear focus and the

primary linear focus. The dichroic spectrum splitter transmits the T band wavelengths

of light, and reflects the R band wavelengths light.

[0041] In one aspect, asymmetrically focusing the light received at the secondary linear

focus in Step 1310 includes a plurality of corresponding asymmetric optical elements

focusing the R band wavelengths of light. In another aspect, concentrating the focused

light in each tertiary primary focus in Step 1312 includes a plurality of optical funnels

aligned along each tertiary linear focus concentrating the focused light into a corre

sponding plurality of receiving areas.

[0042] In one aspect, asymmetrically focusing the light received at the secondary linear

focus along the plurality of tertiary linear foci in Step 1310 includes a plurality of

asymmetrical optical elements having optical input interfaces elongated along rotatable

axes, orthogonal to the axial plane, asymmetrically focusing the light. In another

aspect, Step 1310 rotates the optical input interfaces over an asymmetrical range of

rotation. Asymmetrically rotating the optical input interfaces may insure that the

optical input interfaces accept R band reflected light, free of interference from adjacent

asymmetrical optical elements, over the asymmetrical range of rotation. In one aspect,

the asymmetrical range of rotation is responsive to an Earth latitudinal position.

[0043] A system and method have been provided for a hybrid trough solar power system

using asymmetrical photovoltaic light concentration in conjunction with a thermal

collector. Examples of particular subcomponents and components layouts have been

presented to illustrate the invention. However, the invention is not limited to merely

these examples. Other variations and embodiments of the invention will occur to those

skilled in the art.
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Claims
A hybrid trough solar power system using asymmetrically focused pho

tovoltaic (CPV) conversion in conjunction with a thermal collector, the

system comprising:

a reflective trough having a primary axis and a parabolic curved surface

for concentrating light rays received in a plurality of transverse planes

into a primary linear focus in an axial plane, orthogonal to the

transverse planes;

a dichroic spectrum splitter having a hyperbolic ally curved surface, an

axis aligned in parallel to the primary linear focus, and a position

between the reflective trough and the primary linear focus, the dichroic

spectrum splitter transmitting T band wavelengths of light, and re

flecting R band wavelengths light to a secondary linear focus formed

parallel to a vertex of the reflective trough in the axial plane;

a thermal collection tube aligned along the primary linear focus for the

light transmitted by the dichroic spectrum splitter;

a plurality of concentrating optics sections formed in series along the

secondary linear focus, each concentrating optics section comprising:

an asymmetrical optical element focusing the R band wavelengths of

light reflected by the dichroic spectrum splitter along a tertiary linear

focus, orthogonal to the axial plane; and,

a plurality of PV devices, each having an optical interface to receive the

focused R band wavelengths of light.

The system of claim 1 wherein the asymmetrical optical elements have

an optical input interface elongated along a rotatable axis, orthogonal to

the secondary linear focus.

The system of claim 2 wherein the asymmetrical optical elements are

asymmetrically rotatable.

The system of claim 3 wherein each asymmetrical optical element has a

rotatable maximum first angle in a first direction during a summer

solstice, and rotatable maximum second angle, greater than the first

angle, in a second direction opposite the first direction, during a winter

solstice.

The system of claim 4 wherein the first and second angles are re

sponsive to an Earth latitudinal position of the system.

The system of claim 5 wherein the first angle increases and the second

angle decreases in response to moving the position of the system closer
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to the Earth equator.

The system of claim 3 wherein each asymmetrical optical element

accepts light, free of interference from adjacent asymmetrical optical

elements, in a duration of time between a summer solstice and a winter

solstice.

The system of claim 1 wherein each asymmetrical optical element has

an off-center focal point, accepting edge rays that do not form an

isosceles triangle.

The system of claim 1 wherein each asymmetrical optical element is an

asymmetrical linear Fresnel lens.

The system of claim 1 wherein each concentrating optics section

includes a plurality of optical funnels for concentrating the R band

wavelengths of light focused by the asymmetrical optical element, to

the optical interface of a corresponding PV device.

A method for using asymmetrically focused photovoltaic (CPV)

conversion in a hybrid trough solar power system, the method

comprising:

concentrating light rays received in a plurality of transverse planes

towards a primary linear focus in an axial plane, orthogonal to the

transverse planes;

transmitting T band wavelengths of light to the primary linear focus;

reflecting R band wavelengths of light towards a secondary linear focus

in the axial plane, parallel to the primary linear focus;

translating the light received at the primary linear focus into thermal

energy;

asymmetrically focusing the light received at the secondary linear focus

along a plurality of tertiary linear foci, orthogonal to the axial plane;

concentrating the focused light in each tertiary linear focus into a

plurality of receiving areas; and,

translating the light accepted at the receiving areas into electrical

energy.

The method of claim 11 wherein concentrating light rays received in

the plurality of transverse planes towards the primary linear focus

includes a reflective trough rotatable in a primary axis, and a parabolic

curved surface, concentrating the light rays.

The method of claim 11 wherein transmitting light to the primary linear

focus, and reflecting light towards the secondary linear focus includes

using a dichroic spectrum splitter having a hyperbolically curved
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surface, an axis aligned in parallel to the primary linear focus, and a

position between the secondary linear focus and the primary linear

focus, the dichroic spectrum splitter transmitting the T band

wavelengths of light, and reflecting the R band wavelengths light.

The method of claim 11 wherein asymmetrically focusing the light

received at the secondary linear focus along the plurality of tertiary

linear foci includes a plurality of corresponding asymmetrical optical

elements focusing the R band wavelengths of light.

The method of claim 11 wherein concentrating the focused light in each

tertiary linear focus into the plurality of receiving areas includes a

plurality of optical funnels aligned along each tertiary linear focus con

centrating the focused light into a corresponding plurality of receiving

areas.

The method of claim 11 wherein asymmetrically focusing the light

received at the secondary linear focus along the plurality of tertiary

linear foci includes a plurality of asymmetrical optical elements having

an optical input interfaces elongated along rotatable axes, orthogonal to

the axial plane, asymmetrically focusing the light.

The method of claim 16 wherein asymmetrically focusing the light

received at the secondary linear focus along the plurality of tertiary

linear foci includes rotating the optical input interfaces over an asym

metrical range of rotation.

The method of claim 17 wherein asymmetrically rotating the optical

input interfaces includes the optical input interfaces accepting R band

reflected light, free of interference from adjacent asymmetrical optical

elements, over the asymmetrical range of rotation.

The method of claim 17 wherein rotating the optical input interfaces

over the asymmetrical range of rotation includes rotating over an asym

metrical range responsive to an Earth latitudinal position.

The method of claim 11 wherein asymmetrically focusing the light

received at the secondary linear focus along the plurality of tertiary

linear foci includes using a plurality of asymmetrical linear Fresnel

lenses.
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